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The Original Portable Bunk for 
Camping, RVing, Vacation or even Sleep Overs.

Disc-O-Bed L & XL
With Organizers



On your next outdoor adventure, equip base camp with the modular 
Disc-O-Bed® – the perfect choice for accommodating more sleepers 
without crowding the tent.

• Stretch out. Sports a longer and wider sleeping surface compared to 
cots and sleeping pads. You’ve got room to move.  (The Disc-O-Bed® L 
is 28” wide and the Disc-O-Bed® XL is 34.5” wide).

•• Pack it in. Fits inside most camping tents in either a single and bunked 
configuration. Make the most of your tent space by going vertical.

• No tools? No problem. The Disc-O-Bed® with its modular disc system 
makes tool-free construction a breeze. Pack up is easy, the cots can be 
quickly disassembled and stored in the included compact carry bag.

•• Stay high and dry. Features a unique rounded base to prevent tent 
damage while keeping your body fully supported and off the ground. 
Use the extra room underneath for quick-access storage.

• Take a seat. Convert the Disc-O-Bed® to a stable and supportive 
bench in a few simple steps. When it’s time to tuck in, snap the system 
back in bunk formation or individual cots quickly and easily.

•• Load up. The included side organizers keep your gear off the ground 
and out of the way for the ultimate in camping luxury. Customize further 
with add on accessories such as a footlocker, cabinet, leg extensions, 
footpads or even a mosquito net for a smart and safe way to sleep 
soundly.

Short on space but still want to be comfortable?

Disc-O-Bed L & XL
With Organizers

SPECIFICATIONS

Frame • Beige, powder coated, anti-rust steel
Fabric • Green 600D polyester, PVC coated
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